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BY KATE WOLF Editor’s Note: This arti-

cle is the third in a series on evaluating and

revising CAD/CAM models for production.

The first installments appeared in the March

and June 2009 issues, respectively.

Initial inspection of this wax ring model

reveals that one prong is missing and three

prongs have undercuts near the ring that

need to be filled in (1). The under-gallery

has deep divots that the cutter made when

it opened up the holes for the stones, as

well as rough tool marks (2). There are

numerous other tool marks on the inside

and outside of the ring that can be touched

up easily, saving time and material costs.

Here are some suggestions for repairing

and finessing this model to obtain the best

casting results:

• Cut the spokes from the inside of the

ring and file and scrape it smooth. (For

more details on this, check out Mastered

Models II, June 2009 MJSA Journal.)

• To add the missing prong, I use Cowdery

Profiles, precise wax wires that have been

extruded from carving wax. Hold the long

wax wire in place and poke into the seam

with the hot needle tip of a wax pen (3).

You don’t want a good bond at this point;

you’re just tacking it in place to check the

position. If the prong is a bit off, you can

easily break it off and tack it again.

Once the prong is tacked into the cor-

rect position, thoroughly join it to the ring.

When attaching carving wax to carving

wax, it’s essential to get both waxes molten

in order to get a good bond. Pick up a bit

of scrap wax (the same formula wax from

which the ring was milled) with the wax pen

(heated to approximately 250°F/121°C)

and drag the pen half-way through the

seam, melting the prong and the ring as you

deposit a tiny bit of wax onto the prong.

Continue picking up bits of milling wax and

drawing them through the seam until the

wax wire is thoroughly attached. Use these

guidelines to make sure the pen tip is hot

enough: If there are strings of wax coming

off the tip, turn up the temperature; if the

wax is smoking, turn down the temperature.

Also, it’s really important to hold both

waxes steady to assure that nothing shifts

and that you get a good bond. You can use

poster putty to hold the ring. The putty is

sticky enough to stay in place on a bench
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pin or tabletop and hold the ring, freeing

your hands to hold the prong and the wax

pen. Use the hot wax pen to melt off the

extra length of wire.

• Use a detailing knife to scrape and shave

the lump of wax from the side of the prong

to blend in the repair (4).

• You can now fill in the divots and tool

marks on the under-gallery. Turn down

the wax pen to approximately 170°F/77°C

and check the temperature on a piece of

scrap milling wax before applying it to

the ring. You want the pen to be hot

enough to melt Touch-Up Wax and have

it flow nicely, but not hot enough to melt

the carving wax. This enables you to fill

in surface imperfections without remov-

ing material from the wax model. If the

application of the Touch-Up Wax is

gloppy, turn the temperature up, being

careful not to heat up the milling wax to

its melting temperature.

• Wax tends to migrate toward the heat

source—away from the tip of the pen

where you need it to be. It’s especially dif-

ficult to get wax to flow off the tip of a

long taper. Jason Marchiafava (jfava.com)

of Allentown, Pennsylvania, showed me a

cool modification to a tapered pen tip that

helps in this situation. Just file the end and

create a shoulder to keep the wax from

creeping up the pen tip (5).

• Pick up some Touch-Up Wax with the

modified pen tip and feed it into the div-

ots on the under-gallery (6). Also fill in

the undercuts on the prongs (7). Carefully

inspect the model and fill in any other

surface imperfections.  

• Use a tapered triangle carver to clean up

the under-gallery (8). Put the tool into the

window, position it flat to the surface, and

slide it side to side to shave away the excess

Touch-Up Wax and smooth the rough

surface of the milling wax.

• Use the edge of a knife tool to scrape over

the prongs to blend in the applied Touch-

Up Wax (9). Then go over the rest of the

wax pattern, scraping with the knife to elim-

inate tool marks and surface imperfections.

• Repeat the application of Touch-Up Wax

and finessing if necessary (10). �

Kate Wolf describes herself as a jeweler,

educator (katewolfdesigns.com), tool queen

(wolftools.com), and the Wicked Wench of

Wax (wolfwax.com). She would like to thank

the anonymous supplier of this month’s

CAD/CAM sample, and she’s looking for

more wax models with “issues” to use in the

“Mastered Models” series. If you would like

to submit samples for future articles, e-mail

k@wolftools.com.
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